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Human Adaptation and Energetic Efficiency
Eric Alden Smith'

A lack of consensuson thegeneraladaptivesignificanceof energeticefficiency can
be shown to exist in ecology and anthropology.After brieflyreviewingkey studies in optimal foraging theory and ecologicalanthropology,a model is presented
which includes the following elements: (1) an equation of adaptivesuccesswith
reproductivefitness, within an optimality framework;(2) a definition of energy
limitation consistent with this framework;(3) a distinction between efficiency
of energy capture and efficiency of energy use in achieving other goals; (4)
a multiple definition of energetic efficiency that distinguishespurely energetic
measures (output/input) from rate measures (energy captured per unit time);
(5) the inclusion of time budgeting as a primary adaptive constraint; (6) a
quantitative demonstration that increased output/input ratios do not consistently predict an increase in net energy captured, and are poor measures
where time is a constraint. The general conclusion is that where energy is limiting, increasedefficiency in the rate of energy capture will be adaptive because
more net energy will be made available;where energy is not limiting, an increased net capture rate may still confer increasedadaptive success, since time
and labor energy are freed from energy-captureactivities and can be devoted to
achievingother adaptivegoals. But while energetic efficiency, properlydefined,
is shown to have general adaptive significancein all cases where time or energy
are constraints, considerations of adaptive optimality preclude the general
equation of energeticefficiency and adaptivesuccess.
KEYWORDS:energeticefficiency;adaptation;behavioralecology;optimalforagingtheory.

INTRODUCTION:THE CONTROVERSY
An examination of the literature on the relation of energetic efficiency
and human adaptation discloses an unresolvedcontroversyover whether traits
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promoting increased energetic efficiency are universallyadaptive. Not only is
there no agreementon the correct answerto the question: "Is there a consistent
relationship between energetic efficiency and adaptation?"- there is no agreement on how to go about answeringthis question systematically.Yet the question has significant implications for research in human ecology, and until the
issues are clarifiedmuch time will be devoted to factional struggles.
The roots of the "universalist"view of energetic efficiency go back at
least to 1922, when A. J. Lotka published a paper on the energetics of evolution. Lotka set forth variouspostulates on the relationbetween naturalselection
and energy flow in biological systems, in particulararguing for the universal
validity of the following principle:
In the strugglefor existence, the advantagemust go to those organismswhose
energy-capturingdevices are most efficient in directing availableenergy into
channelsfavorableto the preservationof the species.(1922: 147)

This principle followed from his belief that "the fundamental object of contention in the life-struggle,in the evolution of the organic world, is available
energy" (Lotka, 1922). Currently, the strongest exponent of Lotka's principle
is H. T. Odum (1971, 1974), who interpretsLotka as havingvirtuallytranslated
Darwinianfitness into energeticterms:
Lotka indicatedthat the maximizationof power (energyper unit time) for useful
purposeswas the criterionfor naturalselection. Darwin'sevolutionarylaw thus
developedinto a generalenergylaw. (1971: 32)

Although other proponents of the adaptive value of energetic efficiency
have often phrased the purported connection in less universal terms, the assumption that adaptation will generally maximize some form of energetic efficiency has become very widespread among biologists, human ecologists, and
anthropologists.Some,however,refute the universalityof the efficiencyparadigm,
among them L. B. Slobodkin:
The concept of efficiency as such relates to energy, while the concept of effectiveness relates to adaptation.That is, an animal may be effective at hiding
or effective at searchingfor food in the sense that it does these acts well and in
the way that is appropriateto whateverenvironmentalproblemsit may face. The
energetic cost or lack of energeticcost associatedwith these acts may prove of
interest if energy is, as a matter of fact, limiting. The conditions under which
energy is limitingcan also be specified,but thereis not any formalnecessityfor a
connection between effectiveness and efficiency. Effectivenessmay or may not
involve optimizationor maximizationof some functionrelatingto energy.(1972:
294)

Thus, the argumentgoes, activities or situations relevant to adaptive success,
such as parentalcare or predator detection, must be performedeffectively, that
is, effectiveness will be selected for. The degree to which these activities are
energeticallyefficient would seem to be tied to the prevalenceof energylimitations in past or present environments of the population being studied. Ac-
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cording to Vayda and McCay (1975: 296), when a population is not energylimited and is threatened by other sorts of hazards,"then the effectiveness of
the organism's response to those problems and not the energy expended in
makingthe responseis the importantsubjectmatter."
An energetic efficiency model of some sort has informed human ecology
researchin a number of areas,including,for example, studies of hunter-gatherer
foragingstrategies(Lee, 1969; Yellen and Harpending,1972; Rogersand Black,
1976; Harpendingand Davis, 1977; Winterhalder,1977); the pattern of food
production and dung use in highlandPeru (Thomas, 1973; Winterhalderet al.,
1974); archaeological"leasteffort" modelsof settlementpatternsandsubsistence
strategies(Wilmsen,1973; Wobst, 1974; Jochim, 1976; Perlman,1976); and the
conduct of warfare in small-scale societies (Rappaport, 1968; Harris, 1975:
259ff; Durham, 1976a). At the same time as this "energetictrend" seems to be
gatheringmomentumin human ecology, more criticismof the assumedrelationship between energetic efficiency and adaptationis being heard, parallelingthe
criticismsin generalecology noted above (cf. Vayda and McCay,1975).
The issues raised by this conflict are both complex and important. However, one must consider the possibility that neither position has correctly and
rigorouslyrelated adaptationand energeticmeasuressuch as efficiency. As I will
attempt to demonstrate, considerationsof optimum time-budgetingalone may
favor some kinds of energetically efficient traits, depending on the way one
defines and measures energetic efficiency; yet energetic efficiency cannot be
simply equated with adaptation. But before this argumentis developed, some
definitions of key terms and a discussionof the theoreticalframeworkguidingit
must be presented.

GENERALTHEORY
An ApproachVia Evolutionaryand EcologicalTheory
In order to examine the relation of energeticefficiency to human adaptation it is imperative to decide what theoretical framework and operational
measures are contained in the concept of adaptation. Within the broad field
of human ecology, adaptation has become an almost magicalword, a concept
that is either protean in meaning or else is really several different concepts
traveling under the same semantic label. Since social scientists from Herbert
Spencer on have developed adaptation theory somewhat independently of
biologists (Alland and McCay, 1973), and since biologiststhemselveshave often
disagreedon the factors involved in adaptation(Williams,1966; Stern, 1970),
this situation should not be surprising.To reduce this confusion severalrecent
attempts have been made to establish a consistent measure of adaptation in
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human ecology, whether this be maintenance of homeostasis, survival, goal
satisfaction, or reproductive fitness (eg., Alland, 1975; Alland and McCay,
1973; Durham,1976b).
Lacking space to discuss these various measures, I will refer to W. A.
Durham's formulation (1976b) as a guide to the adaptive framework I will
employ in analyzingenergetic efficiency arguments.Briefly, an adequatetheory
of adaptation must not only enable us to identify adaptations and adaptive
processes, describe and measure them, and predict responses from specified
environmental alterations; it must also provide solid deductive explanations
for the existence of specific adaptiveresponsesand generaladaptivecapabilities.
In other words, it should specify not only the goals or end states of adapting
organisms,but also how they came to have such goals and the capabilitiesfor
achieving them. This theory should be equally capable of defining and measuring maladaptivetraits or processes, and their associated selective forces. At
present, only neo-Darwiniantheory can even approach these requirements,in
my opinion.
The specific body of theory most relevant to the central question addressed here has been developed in evolutionary behavioral ecology (a field
well reviewed in Pianka, 1974), and includes a set of hypotheses and models
that generally go under the name of "optimal foraging theory" (Pyke et al.,
1977). Based on neo-Darwiniantheory coupled with sophisticated models of
environmental variance, and emphasizing a rigorous deductive approach, this
approachshould prove highly useful for researchinto fundamentalquestions of
energy flow and adaptation.
Optimal foragingtheory, as the name implies, is concerned with building
and testing models of optimal strategiesof energy acquisition. The concept of
optimality, originally borrowed from microeconomics, is central to contemporaryevolutionarytheory, where it is recognizedthat naturalselection operates
on complex organismsin complex and variableenvironments,so that questions
of adaptive responseto any one problem or opportunity involvemany other sets
of adaptive responses and environmentalfactors (Cody, 1974). Since the complexity of most environmentalsituationsleads to a multitude of constraints,the
theoretically optimal solution favored by natural selection will balance various
conflicting and/or interdependent demands (e.g., for growth, reproduction,
avoidinghazards,capturingenergy,competing, cooperating)in orderto maximize
fitness. However, in behavioral ecology most models of optimal choice that
employ energy as a cost-benefit currency assume the maximizationof energetic
efficiency per se. One might first consider the conditions under which this
simplifyingassumptionis valid.
As an example, discussionsof human foragingstrategiesoften assumethat
the strategic goal is effort minimization or the maximization of energetic efficiency, as if energy captured vs. energy expended were the only relevant
consideration in assessing the adaptivevalue of foragingstrategies.But a more
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valid approachwould recognizethat the situation is considerablymore complex.
In the words of EricPianka(1974: 108), a foragingstrategy
involvesthe ways in which an animalgathersmatterand energy.Thismatterand
energyconstitutethe profitsgainedfrom foraging,in that they are used in growth,
maintenance,and reproduction.But foraginghas its costs as well: thus, a foraging
animalmay often expose itself to potentialpredatorsand much of the time spent
in foragingis renderedunavailablefor other activities,includingreproduction.An
optimal foragingstrategymaximizesthe differencesbetweenforagingprofitsand
their costs. Presumablynaturalselection, actingas an efficiency expert,has often
favoredsuch optimalforagingbehavior.

A study of lion foragingenergetics (Caracoand Wolf, 1975) has demonstrated
that lion group size is adjusted to a hierarchy of ecological factors, of which
energetic efficiency-is only one; energeticefficiency is maximizedin some situations, but lions adapt to changing circumstancesby "optimizing group size,
balancing foraging efficiency against other determinantsof fitness" (p. 350).
Published models of optimal foraging behaviorfocus on severaltypes of
strategies and utilize various measures of energetic efficiency. Of particular
relevancehere are those dealingwith three aspectsof energy-capturingbehavior:
optimal food choice, optimal use of habitat sectors or "patches,"and optimal
spatialdistribution.The basic assumptionof optimal food choice models is that
food sources can be rankedby an organismin termsof the relativecontributions
of different choices to reproductive fitness. Various optimum food choice
models focus on "food value" (Emlen, 1973: 169, 1966; Rapport, 1971), timeand-energybudgets (Schoener, 1971), and prey selection strategies (Charnov,
1976a; Slobodkin, 1968,1974; Schoener,1969). Optimaluse of a patchyenvironment is sometimesmodeled in terms of energeticefficiencies, since environments
characterizedby different types of resource patches present problems for efficient energy capture (MacArthurand Pianka, 1966; Royama, 1970; Tullock,
1971; MacArthur,1972; Pianka, 1974: 207ff). Finally, various attempts have
been made to relate spatial distributionof animalpopulations to resource distribution in terms of energetically efficient strategies. Thus, general models
of group size, dispersion patterns, and degree of territorialityhave been presented (Brown, 1964; Hamilton and Watt, 1970; Brown and Orians, 1970;
Schoener, 1971) and field data have been used to test and supportthese models
(McNab, 1963; Horn, 1968; Schoener, 1968; Smith, 1968; Wolf et al., 1975).
Models of optimal foraging behavior posit optimum solutions to the
problemsof efficient captureand use of energy within the context of maximizing
reproductive fitness. The implicit assumption in many cases is that energetic
efficiency is closely enough identified with fitness that selection will tend to
maximize it (at least under the conditions prescribedby the model). However,
several different measuresof energetic efficiency are used in these studies, and
in most cases no direct measuresof energy captureor expenditureare available.
Furthermore,with one or two exceptions, none of the studies has any measure
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of potential or actualenergylimitation, or of a correlationbetween reproductive
fitness and energeticefficiency.
As discussedabove, Slobodkin (1972) and other critics of the "universalist"
view have arguedthat wherethe availabilityof energyis not an adaptiveconstraint,
there is no reason to expect selection for energetic efficiency, and in fact some
reason to expect counter-selectionin the face of competing goals. With regard
to activitiesthat do not captureenergy, it seemsclearthat selectionwill maximize
effective attainment of goals relevant to adaptive success, and that efficient
solutions will be of overridingadaptiveimportance only in energy-limitedsituations. The question of whether this caveat holds for activities that capture
energy (e.g., foraging, agriculture,fuel procurement) needs to be reexamined.
In particular,I will attempt to demonstratethat one of Slobodkin's examples
("searchingfor food") will be more effective (for adaptivesuccess) if it is more
energeticallyefficient in some way.
Definition of Key Variables
"Energetic efficiency" is a term that has had multiple, sometimes contradictory, uses and meaning in the ecological literature(cf. Kozlowski, 1968;
E. P. Odum, 1971; Ricklefs, 1973: 651). Of the variousecosystem, population,
and individualorganismmeasuresthat have fallen underthis rubric(e.g., trophic
assimilationefficiency, productionefficiency, growthefficiency), I will focus on
measures that refer to individual efficiency in capturingenergy, and on those
that seem to be closely relatedto adaptationin the frameworkdeveloped above.
An ecosystem focus (such as on the efficiency with which energy is transferred
betweentrophiclevels)makessenseif one is concemedwith proximatemechanisms
and processes. If the inquiry is concerned with adaptation and the ultimate
(evolutionary) origins of traits controlling energy flow, then the focus must be
on the characteristicsand possible strategies of individualsand social groups.
As has been arguedelsewhere, the bulk of selective forces (and therefore
of adaptivechange)is concentratedat the level of individualsand kin groups(see
Williams, 1966, 1971; Lewontin, 1970; and Wilson, 1973 with reference to
evolutionary biology; and Alland and McCay, 1973; Durham, 1976b; and
Richerson, 1977 for an extension to cultural adaptation and human ecology).
Furthermore, natural selection acts to maximize individual fitness, but the
traits thus selected for are not necessarily additive with respect to higher levels
of biological organization.This lack of additivity is primarilydue to the basic
role of reproductive competition in the evolutionaryprocess (competition between individualgeneticlineagesfor greaterrepresentationin future generations),
which often results in ecological competition (competition over resources).For
example, selection at the individuallevel for increasedenergetic efficiency may
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lead simultaneously to population growth and resourcescarcity, resultingin a
decline of average(population-wide)energetic efficiency in spite of continued
selective advantage for individual efficiency; and the competing evolutionary
goals of members of different species may result in a depression of the efficiency of energy transfer across trophic levels (e.g., selection for predator
detection and escape strategies, the evolution of distateful forms and their
mimics, etc.).
Since both supporters and critics of energetic efficiency models stress
energylimitation as a key variable,this concept shouldbe definedboth rigorously
and consistently. Depending on the specific level of adaptationbeing discussed,
energylimitation can mean a numberof things.If the frameworkis neo-Darwinian
adaptation,two possible (and potentially interchangeable)meaningsarerelevant:
(1) an individualorganismis energy limited if and only if an increasein energy
intake will positively affect its reproductivefitness; (2) a population is energy
limited if and only if its growth rate would show a positive increment with an
increasein energy intake. Such a definition has limitations(especiallyfor operationalizing the measurementof energy limitation via fitness depression),but it
is very useful for constructingmodels and analyzingproblems in the context
of evolutionarytheory.
Note that a neo-Darwinianor demographicnotion of energy limitation
does not necessarily include such phenotypic situations as chronic or periodic
hunger, a lower rate of energy consumption as compared with some average
standard, or the presence of starvation (though these may sometimes occur
along with fitness depression and thus be correlatedwith energy limitation in
the demographicsense). This is because many such phenotypic conditions may
be too temporary to affect fitness, or alternatively, organisms may evolve
strategies that avoid evolutionarilywasteful events such as overproductionand
subsequent lowered fitness of young in energy-limited situations (cf. Lack,
1968). Energy limitation as defined here does not mean that trophic energy
is necessarily being captured at any maximal rate, but simply that the given
mode of exploitation is constrained (by competition, available daylight, technology, social organization,or whatever) to the extent that fitness is limited by
the amount of energy capturedand consumed.
Within other adaptive frameworks,such as those mentioned in an earlier
section, energy-limited may be defined differently. Focusing on individual
homeostasis, for example, it might be defined in terms of such variablesas the
presence of caloric malnutrition, while for homeostasis at the population level
it might include demographicvariables.No one measureis adequatefor analyzing
all types of adaptive process, in both proximate (functional) and ultimate
(evolutionary) causal frameworks. However, a clear and narrow definition is
necessarywhen working in any one adaptiveframework,in orderto make valid
deductiveinferencesfor the constructionand testing of generaltheory.
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A Simple Model
As will be discussed below, one can distinguish between measures of
energetic efficiency that consider only energetic costs and benefits (input vs.
output) and those that include a measure of time (acquisition rates). It therefore follows that energy-capturingstrategies can be analyzed in terms of what
is efficient on purely energeticgroundsor in terms of efficient budgetingof both
time and energy. The differences have not only formal significance, but important theoreticaland empiricalimplicationsconcerningthe relationof energetic
efficiency to adaptation.
A simple model (and notational system) will facilitate the discussion of
these issues. The relevantvariablesare time spent foragingor acquiringenergy in
any fashion (Ta), energy expended duringthis time (Ee), and energy acquired
duringthis time (Ea). With these threevariables,the basic parametersof energetic
efficiency can be identified: output/input efficiency (F) is the ratio of energy
acquired to energy expended (F= Ea/Ee); net energy is their difference (Ea Ee); and by introducingtime considerations,we can define rates of gross acquisition (Rg = Ea/Ta) and net acquisition(Rn = [Ea - Eel /Ta).2 (For convenience,
these and variousother variablesand parametersarelisted anddefinedin Table I.)
We can now turn to an examination of the relativemerits of these various
measuresof energetic efficiency. Gross acquisition rate, Rg, is simply a measure
of energy captured per unit time (Ea/Ta), and omits any measure of energy
expended (Ee). Accordingly, Rg does not necessarily covary with the other
measuresof efficiency (Rn or F) or with net energy (En), since any variancein
Ee will change the values of these later measures. In fact, since gross acquisition rate does not specify the energetic costs of capturingenergy, it is not an
adequate measure of efficiency at all (though it is frequently used as such,
often being termed "foragingsuccess"). The assumption usually is made that
gross and net acquisitionrates would be highly correlatedin any particularcase.
While it may be true that in many cases energy-capturingstrategiescould alter
so as to increaseor decreaseRg without affecting the rate of energy expenditure,
it is at least equally probable that the opposite could occur. That is, an increase
in Rg might be purchasedvia an increased expenditure of energy (Ee) during
some time period Ta, and this could conceivablylead to a decreasein F (output/
input efficiency) or Rn (net acquisition rate), or even a net loss of available
energy (En). Insofar as is practical, then, other measures should be used in
preferenceto gross acquisitionrate in assessingenergeticefficiency.
2A hypotheticalexample may clarify these relationships.An Eskimo male huntingfor seal

spends 100 minutes at a breathinghole and going to and from this site and camp.During
this hunt, he capturesone seal (with a caloricvalue of 10,000 kcal), and expends a total
of 500 kcal of his own energy on this task (an averageof 5 kcal/min). By the definitions
given, we have an acquisitionefficiency of 10,000/500 = 20.0, a gross acquisition rate
of 10,000/100 = 100 kcal/min, and a net acquisitionrate of 10,000 - 500/100 = 95
kcal/min.
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Table 1. Variables and Parameters Relating to Energetic Efficiency

Variables
Ea =
Ee =
Ta =
To
W=

energy acquired during some period of acquisition time
energy expended in acquiring any Ea
acquisition time for any Ea (and the associated Fe)
time available for activities other than energy capture
fitness (or some correlate thereof)

Parameters
En = net energy acquired = (Ea-Ee)
Rg = gross acquisition rate = (EalTa)
F = output/input efficiency = (EalEe)
Rn = net acquisition rate = (Ea-Ee)/Ta

Output/input efficiency (parameterF, the ratio of Ea to Ee) is a purely
energeticmeasure.The limitations of such a time-freemeasure, as comparedto
a rate measureof efficiency, need to be emphasized.It can easily be shown that
this ratio does not consistently predict the values of net energy captured (En),
net rate of energy acquisition (Rn), time invested in energy capture (Ta), or
time remainingfor other activities (To). Given two cases where arbitraryvalues
are assigned to Ea and Ee, set Eal = l Ox, Eel = 5x, Ea2 = 3x, and Ee2 = x.
Since F = Ea/Ee, then F1 = 10x/5x = 2.0, and F2 = 3x/x = 3.0. Since En =
Ea -Ee, then En I = lOx - 5x = 5x, andEn2 = 3x-x = 2x. SinceRn = EnITa,
then Rnl = 5x/Ta, and Rn2 = 2xITa (assumingin this arbitraryexample that
acquisition times in the two cases are the same length). Thus, although in this
example F1 <F2, it so happens that Enl >En2, and Rnl >Rn2. Furthermore, since F includesno time measures,both Ta andTo canvaryindependently
of F (increasingthe chance that changes in F will not correspondto changesof
Rn in directionor magnitude).
To summarizethus far, both output/input efficiency (F) and net acquisition rate (Rn) can be increasedby changes that decreaseenergy expenditureor
increaseenergy acquiredduringbouts of energy capture, but only Rn measures
the amount of net energycapturedin any fixed period of time in a mathematically consistent manner. The conclusion that can be drawn from these results is
that these two types of "energetic efficiency" (what I have termed output/
input efficiency and net acquisition rate), while overlappingin the variables
that define them and in their use in the literature, must be distinguishedin
assessingthe adaptivevalue of energy-capturingstrategies.
Having emphasized the importance of using a net rate measure of efficiency, we can turn to the major issue: when and why is an increasein this
rate adaptive? If energy is limiting, by the definition given earlier,fitness (or
some correlateof fitness) is a direct function of availablenet energy. In simplest
terms,
W=fi(En)
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such that an increasein En will lead to an increasein W. Net energy is a component of the net rate of energy acquisition:
Rn = (Ea -Ee)/Ta

=

En/Ta

(2)

and by transposition,En = (Rn)(Ta). It follows that Eq. (1) can be rewritten
in terms of these identities as
W= fi (Rn)(Ta)

(3)

and that fitness can be increased either by devoting more time to acquiring
energy (increasingTa) or by increasingthe net rate of acquisition(Rn). Insofar
as Eq. (1) applies (fitness is solely limited by net energycaptured),it is of adaptive advantage to increase the total time spent acquiring energy (ETa); but
since devotingmore time to capturingenergy decreasestime potentially available
for other activities, at some point fitness will begin to decreaseas ITa continues
to increase.
To make this point more explicit, let us turn to the limiting case where
fitness is a function of time availablefor activities other than the capture of
energy:
W= f2 (To)

(4)

If we assume that ITa and To account for the total time budget, then ITa +
To = 1, and To = 1 - ETa. Since any Ta = En/Rn [by transposingEq. (2)], then
To1-

-(En/Rn)

(5)

This last equation simply states that To can be increased(and ITa decreased)
either by maintainingthe same efficiency and thus capturingless net energy
(decreasingEn), or by increasingthe efficiency of energy capture such that the
same net energy is obtained in less time (increasingRn). The former option is
only adaptiveas long as total En is in surplus,and at some point this option will
decrease net energy to the point that En (rather than time availablefor other
activities)is limiting.In otherwords,to increaseTo by decreasingEn andmaintaining a constant efficiency eventually pushes the system out of the domain of
Eq. (4) and back into the energy-limiteddomaindefined by Eq. (1). The option
of increasingTo by increasingthe net rate of acquisition (Rn) does not have
this "equilibrating"effect, and thus increasingRn by increasingEa or decreasing
Ta is theoreticallythe only strategythat increasesfitness undereither an energylimited or time-limited regime without leading directly to oscillation between
these two regimes.
In summary,the logic of this admittedlysimplemodel predictsthat where
available (net) energy is limiting, fitness can be increased by holding energy
acquisition time (Ta) constant and increasingthe net rate of acquisiton (Rn).
Wheretime (but not net energy) is limiting, Eq. (4) predicts that fitness can be
increasedby holding En constant and reducing Ta, resultingin an increasednet
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Fig. 1. Hypothetical fitness curves in relation to total net energy
(En) and apportionmenlt of the time budget (To vs. Ta). The relative positions of the Rn and Ta curves are arbitrary.

rate of acquisition (Rn) as well. The shifting between domainsof energy-limitation and time-limitationis illustratedgraphicallyin Fig. 1.
Proponents and critics of the universaladaptivenessof energeticefficiency
agree that increasingthe total net energy captured is adaptivefor the energylimited case, and my analysis supports this view. However,even in this case a
rate measureof efficiency should be used ratherthan a purely energeticratio of
output to input, for reasons detailed above. When energy is not limniting,an
increase in net acquisitionrate frees time from energy acquisitionto devote to
any activities that are relevantto adaptive success, and thus increasedenergetic
efficiency in this sense is predicted to be generallyadaptivein all cases where
time is an imnportantadaptive constraint.3 Where there are neither time nor
energy constraintson adaptivesuccess, an increasein net acquisitionrate would
be of no adaptive value, but this limiting case would seem to be ratherrare.
Of course, it is possible in any particularcase that increased efficiency
is purchasedat too great a price in terms of the net benefit to fitness (if, for
3Timeis here definedto be an adaptiveconstraintwhenthe mannerin whichtimeis budgeted
for variousactivitieshas a significanteffect on reproductivesuccess,such that the total
time invested in energy acquisition(ETa) could not be increasedwithout a reductionin
fitness.
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example, a more efficient strategy is also more risky). But the model presented
here has shown that energeticefficiency has a more generaladaptivesignificance
than those who have focused on energylimitationshave argued,but for different
reasons than Lotka supposed.This last point - and indeed the whole distinction
between purely energy-efficient, purely time-efficient, and time-and-energyefficient strategies of energy capture - has generally been overlooked in the
controversyover energeticefficiency and adaptation.

IMPLICATIONS
FOR EMPIRICALSTUDIES
The concepts of energy flow and/or energetic efficiency are central to
energy-basedapproachesto social evolution (Cottrell, 1955; H. T. Odum. 1971;
Odum and Odum, 1976), the cultural evolutionism of White (1949, 1959)
and others (cf. Sahlinsand Service, 1960), and the culturalmaterialismespoused
by Harris(1968, 1975). Vayda and McCay(1975), following Brookfield(1972:
46), have detailed some of the criticisms of a "calorificobsession"in ecological
research: they question the validity of the "basic assumption that all living
organismscompete ultimately for energy and therefore that adapted organisms
will be energeticallyefficient ones" (Vayda and McCay,1975: 295). The parallel
"assumptionthat nutritional energy is a significant environmentalproblem (a
limiting factor) for all human populations, with subsistence systems providing
the solution to it," has also been attacked as a "fallacy" (Little and Morren,
1976:22). Yet neither those who proclaim the importanceof energy in human
adaptation nor their critics have adequately considered the difference between
efficiency in capturing energy and efficiency in using energy to achieve other
goals, or the difference between purely energy-efficientstrategiesand strategies
that are efficient in terms of both time and energy.
Severalpopulationsthat havebeen subjectedto more or less detailedenergyflow studies will be briefly discussed, in order to indicate some of the implications of the present analysis for their results. Of these examples, one case exhibits strong signs of chronic energy shortage (Nufioa Quechua), one group has
a history of acute energy shortages but no such shortage at present (Boreal
Forest Cree),and two are cases where energy is probablynot limiting in any way
(!Kung San and TsembagaMaring).
NunioaQuechua
Thomas (1973) conducted a detailed study of energy flow in relation to
patterns of food production, distribution, and demography among a Quechua
Indian population inhabitinga highlandregion in southernPeru. This study used
an output/input measureof efficiency exclusively (a common practicein human
energy flow studies) to comparethe efficiencies of variouscropregimes,domestic
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animal production, product exchange with outside (lowland) groups, and division of labor. A later study also examined patterns of dung use for fuel and
fertilizer (Winterhalderet al., 1974). Thomaspresentedsubstantialphysiological
and ecological evidence that trophic energy is limited for this population,
though no demographicmeasureof energy limitation was attempted (however,
out-migrationappearsto be quite high, as would be expected if local energy or
other resourceswere limiting fitness).
The value of any analyticconcept (such as energeticefficiency) for studies
of human adaptation lies in its ability to account for patterns of choice or
variabilityin human behavior.Whilethe argumentspresentedby Thomasand his
associatesare not uniformlypowerful, a considerablearrayof Nufnoanbehavioral
patterns seem to be at least partiallyexplainedby the assumptionthat energetic
efficiency of food production is maximized, under the given constraintsof the
local technoeconomic system. The main strategiesemployed by this population
to increaseenergetic efficiency include the following: (1) key plant and animal
domesticates, adapted to different altitudes, are planted or pastured so as to
maximize productivity;(2) locally produced high-proteinfoods (as well as wool
and hides) are exchanged with lowlanders for low-protein high-caloriefoods
(producinga net caloricyield); (3) a heavy relianceis put on childlaborin family
production, and for these tasks children produce equivalent amounts with a
lower energy cost than adults; (4) adults emphasize sedentarysubsistencetasks
in daily activity (a correlate of point 3); (5) dung use as fertilizer and as fuel
correspondswith optimal choices predictedby an efficiency model.
An energetic-efficiencyapproachis used to illuminatethe adaptivesignificance of choices Nufioa people make with respect to resource selection and
production, division of labor, work patterns, and exchange with other populations. While empirical output/input ratios and net capture rates for any one
resource may be equivalent in Nufioa, the demonstrationthat this is so would
strengthenthe interpretationof Nufioan food production in energeticterms. In
any case, the Nunfoapopulation seems to be an example of energy-maximizing
(vs. time-minimizing)in human adaptation (cf. Schoener, 1971: 376ff). Due to
the chronic energy shortage that probably exists in this population, we could
expect Nunloansto respond to increased energy availabilityby increasingthe
total energy capturedrather than by decreasingtime investedin energycapture.
Sufficient accelerationof out-migrationor land redistributionmight create such
an increasein availableenergy, and thus providea possible test case for a central
predictionof energeticefficiency theory.
BorealForest Cree
Winterhalder(1977) analyzed the foraging practices of a contemporary
Boreal Forest Cree population subsisting on a combination of wild game and
store food, using both net capture rates and output/input ratios as measures
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to examine four broad aspects of foraging strategy: (1) diet breadth; (2) use
of space in a heterogeneousenvironment;(3) the schedulingof foragingeffort
(both daily and seasonally); and (4) the distribution of social units (foraging
group sizes). Winterhalderspecifically tests hypotheses derived from several
models of optimal foragingtheory andevolutionaryecology, includingMacArthur
and Pianka's (1966) optimal diet breadth and optimal patch choice models,
Horn's (1968) model for dispersion and aggregationunder different resourcedistributionregimes,and Charnov's(1976b) marginalvalue theorem for foraging
in a patchy environment.
According to Winterhalder,the Boreal Forest Cree employ severalmain
strategies to maximize the energy return on time and energy invested under
different environmentalconditions. First, prey choice is altered (seasonally or
over shorter periods) in response to changes in prey distributionand abundance
as well as changes in search and pursuit costs, in such a way as to generally
maximize the efficiency with which energy is captured. Secondly, the choice
of which patch type to forage in is based on the expectable energetic return
on foraging, given the geometry of the environmentalmosaic and the alternatives available at any one time. Finally, the decision to leave any patch and
forage elsewhere seems to be based on the expected productivity of alternative
patches, in the mannerpredictedby Charnov(1976b) - thoughhereWinterhalder
acknowledgesthat the supportingdata are largely qualitativeand therefore the
confirmationis weaker than in the previous cases. It should be pointed out that
althoughthe Boreal ForestCreehave a history of acute, periodicenergyshortages
dating at least to the fur-tradeera, and thus energy has been a periodic limiting
factor via depressedfertility and starvation,at present there is no evidence that
food energy is a limiting factor at all. Accordingly,this case is probablya good
human example of a "time-minimizing"approach to efficient energy capture
[to use Schoener's (1971: 376) phrase]; thus we can predict that any increase
in availableenergy would lead to reducedforagingtime, and not to any increase
in the total energy capturedby this population.
In Winterhalder'sstudy, energetic costs and benefits are used to subsume
a whole series of complex, diverse, and interrelatedfactors that help shape Cree
foraging behavior, such as weather conditions, habitat diversity, prey behavior,
aboriginaland industrialhunting and transport technology, prey distributions
in time and space, work effort, and seasonal cycles. Without the use of time
and energy as basic cost-benefit measures, it would have been very difficult
or impossible to consider such a wide range of determinants.While these measuresmay be imperfect, it seemsdoubtfulthat any others would allow equivalent
generality and precision. Furthermore, the fact that a careful and relatively
rigorous analysis of Cree foraging strategies supports the energetic-efficiency
assumptionsof optimal foraging,even throughenergy is not in this case limiting,
suggests that those who argue that energy is of limited relevancefor studies of
human adaptationmight reconsidertheir position.
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!KungSan
Although detailed studies of energy flow and foragingeffort among the
!Kung have not been published, published studies often assume that !Kung
foragers attempt to minimize effort and maximize energy capturedin foraging
periods, though such an assumptionmay not be explicitly stated (cf. Lee, 1968,
1969, 1972; Yellen and Harpending,1972). Vayda and McCay(1975: 296ff)
argue that since the !Kungare probably not energy-limited,we would do better
to focus on more relevant adaptive problems, such as water shortage. In this
case, however, constraints on the availability of water and food energy are
interrelated, such that adaptive responses to each cannot really be considered
separately(Lee, 1969: 59ff).4
This interrelationof water availabilityand foragingstrategyoccurs because
permanent water sources are few, and food must be sought in proximity to
these sourcesduringthe dry season:
Since Bushmancamps, of necessity, are anchoredto water sourcesthey can exploit only those vegetablefoods that lie within a reasonablewalkingdistanceof
water. Food sources that lie beyond a reasonablewalking distance are rarely
exploited. (Lee, 1969: 56)

It is important to note that Lee defines a "reasonablewalking distance" for
foraging in terms not of the maximum distance water can be carried, but in
terms of a radius within which a round trip does not exceed 1 day - beyond
this, the time and energy costs of overnight trips away from water are consideredgenerallytoo high to justify. Adaptation to the problemof scarcewater
is certainly a special problem for the !Kung,as Vayda and McCayargue, but is
does not follow that energeticefficiency and effective responsesto nonenergetic
adaptive problems can be assumedto be competing or unrelatedgoals. During
the dry season, the clusteringof camps around waterholesmeans that food in
the vicinity becomes scarce, and !Kungforagersmust walk greaterdistancesand
expend more energy in order to maintain an adequate intake (Lee, 1969: 73).
Indeed, water scarcity for the !Kung is not an absolute scarcity at all, but a
scarcity in relation to food sources, or in other words, an environmentalconstrainton foragingefficiency. Lee puts it this way:
it is possible to summarizethe basic principle of Bushmanforagingstrategyin
a single statement: At a given moment, the membersof a camp prefer to collect and eat the desirablefoods that are the least distancefrom standingwater.
(1969: 59-60)

4In fact, the caloric nutrition of !Kung San foragersis at present controversial(Truswell

and Hansen,1976: 190; Marshall,1968: 94). Lee may havebeen misledon this point by:
(1) measuringonly caloricintake, not expenditure;and (2) measuringthis caloricintake
only over a period of a few weeks, and not in the seasonof greatestscarcityfor both food
andwater.
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Such a strategy might not maximize the energetic efficiency of foraging,but it
certainly fits the predictions of efficiency theory, although !Kungforagingmust
be more complex than Lee has stated it to be.
A more generalpoint that can be derivedfrom the argumentsI havepresented
is that if !Kungforagingstrategiesare analyzed in terms of energeticefficiency,
a measure of net acquisition rates should be used, rather than output/input
ratios or gross acquisition rates [Lee (1969) used this last measure], regardless
of the degree of energy limitation present. It follows directly that any foraging
strategy that increased the net rate of energy capture would free time and
energy from foragingso that other problems relevant to !Kungadaptivesuccess
(such a obtaining water, acquisition of mates, maintenanceof social networks,
etc.) could be dealt with more effectively.
TsembagaMaring
Vayda and McCay (1975: 297) also use the example of the Tsembaga
Maring, a population whose energy flow system has been extensively studied
by Rappaport(1968, 1971). They arguethat since the Tsembagaare not energylimited their adaptiveproblemscannot fruitfullybe analyzedin termsof energetic
efficiency. However, it is not clear that the relevance of energy to Tsembaga
adaptationcan be so easily dismissed.
In the first place, the great bulk of Tsembagasubsistenceis based on root
crops; as Rappaport (1968: 63) notes, these are a primary source of calories
but are poor in most other nutrients. Accordingly, it is valid to analyze rootcrop productionstrategiesand land-tenuresystems in energeticterms - although
Rappaport'sreliance on output/input ratios ratherthan on net rates of energy
capture is theoretically incorrect. Assuming that the Tsembagaare indeed not
energy-limited, there is no clear adaptive advantage in their increasing the
energetic efficiency of their horticulture solely to maximize the net energy
captured. But if the same net output can be obtained with less work, time and
energy may be freed from energy production that can then be directed toward
the attainment of other goals that are important to Tsembaga adaptation.
Rappaporthas presented evidence indicating direct competition between
such goals and that of maximizing overall energetic efficiency. The Tsembaga
raise pigs for eventual consumption, the caloric efficiency of which has been
estimated at less than 1:1 in output/input terms. Such low efficiency, which is
unexplainableif adaptivesuccesswere equated directly with energeticefficiency,
is explained in terms of the role of pigs in providingscarce protein and fats in
the diet. Accordingto Rappaport(1968: 63), the Tsembagain this case "make
an investment of energy and get a return of nutrients that are extremely important, but not primarilyas a source of energy."Whileno one has conclusively
demonstrated that pig-raisingis a Tsembagaresponse to protein/fat scarcity,
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the low return on their energetic investment revealed in Rappaport's data
strongly suggests this possibility. If so, increased energetic efficiency in pig
production would either provide more protein, or reduce the time and energy
invested in obtaining the same amount, either of which might be of adaptive
advantage.While considerationsof energetic efficiency may not tell us why the
Tsembagaraise pigs with little or no net energy gain, it may tell us why they
do not raise pigs in any number of possible ways that would result in a less efficient conversionof time and effort into pigs.
I am not arguingthat humanecological researchneed alwaysfocus strongly
or even partially on energy flow or efficiency. But if an attempt is made to
analyze the subsistence strategies of a population, the universal applicability
of energy and time as generalmeasuresof costs and benefits makes an energetic
efficiency approach very useful. There is no need to establish beforehandthat
energy is limiting, although the possibility that other dietary constraints(e.g.,
protein, iodine) are of overridingimportance should be considered.To be sure,
studies that simply demonstratethe energetic efficiency of subsistence systems
in varioushuman populationsare of less value than researchthat uncoversmajor
constraints on efficiency maximization or that connects energetic efficiency
with significant questions in ecological and anthropologicaltheory. The value
of energy and time as general "currencies"for measuringor analyzingadaptive
strategies can be demonstrated in other kinds of analyses [for instance, the
analysis of spatialorganization,territoriality,and social boundaries- see DysonHudson and Smith (1978)] without regardingenergy as a universaland ultimate
measure of adaptive success. I have not raised the issue of whether increasing
the total energy flow controlled by a social group is universallyadaptiveor a
prime mover in cultural evolution [the view expounded in the cultural evolutionism of White (1959)]. Nor have I directly considered the view that labor
energy (as opposed to trophic energy) is a generally scarce or limiting factor
in human adaptation (see Morren, 1977). While this analysis has implications
for these viewpoints, space limitations and a desire to maintain a central focus
on energeticefficiency precludeexaminingthem.

SUMMARY
Lotka's belief that energy was the fundamental object of evolutionary
competition led him to postulate that the maximizationof energetic efficiency
was virtually an adaptiveuniversal.While certain contemporaryecologists have
adhered to this view and expanded on it, critics have pointed out that energy
availabilityis not a universaladaptiveproblem, and have arguedfrom this that
neither the amount of energy nor the efficiency with which it is capturedor
put to use need be of great adaptivesignificance.The issue has thus focused to
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a great extent on the degree to which energylimitations are importantadaptive
constraints. As I have tried to argue, this focus on energy limitationsoverlooks
some important issues concerning energetic efficiency and general adaptive
trends. In particular,I have presented an analysis that: (1) differentiatescases
in which energy alone is the primary adaptive constraint from cases in which
time and energy are constraints, (2) separates efficiency of energy capture
from efficiency of energy use in accomplishingother goals, and (3) defines different types of energy limitation and different levels of adaptation.The main
conclusion is that, where energetic efficiency is defined so as to include time
constraints(i.e., as a net acquisition rate), the matter of energeticlimitations is
to some degree irrelevant,and energetic efficiency (properly defined) thus has
generaladaptivesignificance.
The whole controversy over the importance of energetic limitations has
in a sense made us overlook the fact that adaptationto variedand heterogeneous
environments always must eliminate grossly inefficient strategies. As Bruce
Winterhalder(personal communication) has pointed out, if a human population does not exhibit overt signs of energy limitations, this could mean one of
two things: either energy is so abundantthat virtually any strategy of capture
is sufficient; or, in fact very efficient strategieshave evolved and should be of
interest irrespectiveof a current absence of energy shortages. The latter possibility would suggest that strategies of low efficiency were selected against
and eliminatedin the history of the individualor population.
While the presence or absence of energy limitations does not serve to
define the adaptivevalue of increasedenergetic efficiency, this distinction does
have significance for analyzing the uses to which increased efficiency will be
directed. Basic predictions deduced from the analysispresented above include:
(1) in energy-limitedsystems, an increase in energetic efficiency (net acquisition rate) will be adaptivebecause it means that the total net energy available
to the system can be increasedwithout devoting more time to its capture;(2)
in all systems where energy is not limiting but time is a significant constraint
on adaptive success, increasedenergetic efficiency (net acquisition rate) will be
adaptivebecause this will allow the same amount of net energy to be captured
in less time. In other words, energy-limited organisms should increase their
energetic efficiency in order to increase total net energy captured, while nonlimited organismsshould increase their energeticefficiency in order to minimize
the time spent acquiring energy. The same or similar conclusions have been
independently stated by evolutionary ecologists (Schoener, 1971: 376; Orians,
1971: 516).
It must be stressed that the conclusion that certain types of energetic
efficiency are adaptiveregardlessof the degree of energeticlimitations does not
mean that energetic efficiency will be universallymaximized. In the first place,
as discussed above, what is selected for at one level of organization(e.g., the
individual or kin group) does not automatically increase at other levels of
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organization(the population, species, or ecosystem). Furthermore,other adaptive constraintsand environmentalfluctuationsmake it unlikely that the generalpurpose goals of adaptation(survival,homeostasis,or Darwinianfitness, depending on the analytic framework)can be equated with a single variablesuch as
energy or a singleparametersuch as energeticefficiency.
However, one should not automaticallyassume that other adaptivegoals
invariablycompete with the efficient capture and use of energy. Considerthe
following statementfrom a recent textbook in ecology:
It is a mistake to believe that animalsand plants have all evolvedprimarilyas
efficient convertersof energy. The pressuresof naturalselection are pressures
for survival,and survivalmay sometimes be more concernedwith the efficient
use of nutrients, ensuring that individualsmate, safe overwintering,or swift
growth and dispersal,than with the efficient use, or even collection, of energy.
(Colinvaux,1973: 233)

This statementhas been cited (Vayda and McCay,1975) to supportthe assertion
that, where energy is not limiting, other adaptive goals will conflict with the
attainmentof efficiency in the captureof energy. I would challengethe assumption that the attainment of various adaptive goals automatically or generally
competes with energetic efficiency: if such efficiency results in more time
available to invest in achieving other goals (as it will if we are talking about
efficiency in rates of energy capture), it can hardly be assumed to be competitive. Once again, the question of time budgeting must be carefully consideredbefore this judgmentcan be acceptedin any specific case.
In conclusion, neo-Darwinianoptimization theory is an important and
useful tool in ecological research,whether we are focusing on humans or any
other species. Energetic efficiency is one possible parameterof adaptive optimization, and models employing time and energy as "proximatecurrencies"
facilitate comparison of many different cases, and thus the construction of
general theory. However, efficient energy capture and use are only one type
of factor that can affect adaptive success, and it must be stressedthat energy
has no real deductive priority over other factors. While energetic efficiency
models might not account for many aspects of adaptationin any specific case,
a measure of the degree to which energeticefficiency is maximizedmay be very
helpful in indicating other ultimate forces that structurebehavioraladaptation.
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